COMPANY OVERVIEW

- Global Leader in API Security Management
- Industry certified API Security Gateway product

EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGIES FOR EXTENSIBLE AGILE API STRATEGY

No Code Solution for Building and Connecting to B2B, Mobile, Cloud and IoT APIs

- API Cyber-Security Protection
- API Data Transformation
- API Data Leakage Protection
- API AV Scanning
- API TLS Acceleration
- API Access Control
- API Mobile App Security
- API Encryption
- API SSO
- API Data Filtering
- API Protocol Conversion
- API Monitoring
- API Legacy to Modern Conversion
- API High Availability
- API Load Balancing
FORUM SENTRY API SECURITY GATEWAY
FIPS 140-2 AND COMMON CRITERIA NDPP CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES:

- **Enforcing** identity and data security together seamlessly as a bi-directional capability
- **Building** APIs with no code and minimal environment disruption
- **Centralizing** identity and security posture across modern and legacy services
- **Enabling** integration to untrusted parties
- **Securing** information borders for privacy and information assurance
- **Deploying** purpose-built security product for modern security enforcement

FORUM SENTRY API SECURITY GATEWAY
SEAMLESS DEPLOYMENT WITHIN ANY COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

**Services and Applications:** Mobile, Cloud, B2B, IoT, Web Apps, Portals. Plug-and-play integration to any network architecture

**Identity Formats:** AD, LDAP, Adapters for all IdM systems and SaaS providers, SAML, OAuth, OpenID Connect

**Transport Protocols:** Protocol translation among HTTP, FTP, JMS, SMTP, and AMQP formats

TARGET MARKET PERSONNEL

- Information Technology
- IT Security
- Enterprise Architecture
- Application Development
- Identity Management
- Business Monitoring

EDUCATION AND SUPPORT

- Whitepapers and Education Briefs
- Security, Enterprise Architecture
- Webinars
- Online Certification Training
- On-demand feature demonstrations
- Implementation support
- Industry best practices

DEMO SENTRY

Are you Sentry Secured?

See why an API Security Gateway is an essential part of an API Strategy

Request a demo of Forum Sentry by Emailing us at:

sentrydemo@forumsys.com
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